
Grow Your Clinic Ep. 178 - Plant-Based Diets For Optimal Health
(with Chef Cynthia Louise)

[INTRO MUSIC]

This is the Grow Your Clinic podcast from Clinic Mastery. We help progressive
health professionals to lead inspired teams, transform client experiences, and build
clinics for good. Now, it's time to grow your clinic.

JACK: Welcome back to another episode of the Grow Your Clinic Podcast. My name is Jack
O'Brien, your host. Super humbled that you would share the next 30 minutes or so with us for
this episode and I cannot wait to bring you another guests to the podcast. We have with us today
Chef Cynthia Louise. Her journey, and story, and approach will blow you away. Cynthia,
welcome to the podcast.

CYNTHIA: Ah thank you so much for having me. This is awesome! It's good to see your face
actually, but I don’t know if you can see us.

JACK: No. It cannot. But uhh, where in the world are you at the moment?

CYNTHIA: I'm in Bali, Indonesia, in a city called Saunderer which is on the beach.

JACK: Right. And that's your home, yeah?

CYNTHIA: That's my home has been since 2012.

JACK: Tough gig, right?

JACK: What does - what does Chef Cynthia Louise do on a day-to-day basis? What's your day
job?

CYNTHIA: I wake up. And then I go for a walk. And then uh, you know, it depends what I'm
doing for the day. It could be watermelon sitting in front of me right now, and I'm just thinking
how the hell I put that into something delicious because I want to use the brine for salsa. So my
day is really about creativity, facilitation, and connecting with my team. I've got a very very
large team that scattered across globally. And just making sure that we're all okay, not business-
wise, more personal, even though that's the same, but we're all okay and we're doing good. So
that's that's my day is managing my business - which is huge.



JACK: Mm-hmm. No doubt. We're gonna get into the nuts and bolts of your business as we get
going. Before we do, I've got a couple icebreaker questions for you. So first one, what are you
reading or learning right now?

CYNTHIA: The Art of Fermentation by Sandor Katz and it is a nominal.

JACK: It's kind of a good fermentation name, right?

CYNTHIA: Sandor Katz. Sorry Katz. I really call it always calling Katz. It's actually not it's
actually…

JACK:Who inspires you?

CYNTHIA: Everything around me. Everything around me. Literally! All physical objects
manifesting… manifestation objects and people in general.

JACK: Unreal. What did you want to be growing up?

CYNTHIA: Well that depends because I was brought up in Papua New Guinea. So I wanted to
farm, then be a police officer, a hairdresser. And then by the time I got to 17, yeah, I was
smoking weed and couldn’t give a **** really.

JACK: Yeah.

CYNTHIA: That’s the truth.

JACK: Very good. That's uh it's good to know. And what's a motto that you live by?

CYNTHIA: You are what you think and you definitely are what you eat. But yeah, you are what
you think.

JACK: Alright. So connect the dots for me because we cross paths 12 months or so ago at an
event in Bali, and you you blew my mind. With that type of the line like ‘you are what you think
and what you eat,’ and thinking and eating, and the whole… how food kind of works together to
fuel us. So can you join the dots from the 17 year old smoking weed on the beaches of PNG
through to now chef globally - all sorts of things going on? Can you join the dots? What's the
story then?

CYNTHIA: Yes. So growing up in Papua New Guinea, first of all being adopted and raised in
Papua New Guinea is a big deal. And I was there for over 20 years of my life. And I was
surrounded by incredible incredible human beings, natives of the land, and my parents owned
multiple businesses - really interesting humans that owned different businesses and entrepreneurs.
So I was raised by nannies and drivers and and cleaners and workers. And I had many hands that
you know held Cynthia as a baby right through to her adulthood. So running around, basically,
one would call it a feral human being. But running around and having this life, I call it a life of
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freedom and being naughty at the same time. I just began sitting at the back of my dad's
workshop in and helping…coconuts and caroling down animals and and making food and
burying it in the ground and just being really… a kid really. And then I got into my 20s and I had
my child super early. I had Jane at 23 or 22… can’t remember? And it was at that time where I
had land on the Gold Coast and I just started getting into into just growing plants. And then
suddenly, I just study growing vegetables, and trees, and and food. Then I started grinding my
own wheat. And then I started to you know raise my own animals and killed them. And then I
started to just get into it. I don't know where it came from… actually came from my childhood.
And then from there, I found myself, you know, running multiple… you know 28, I had my first
business. We had nothing do with food. I was known as the chick that, “I lets go to Cynthia’s
house, she's having a dinner party.” I was known for that. So I was right into food. And I was
right into business. And so I'm really good at making money. I’m really good at owning
businesses. And I found myself, you know, having a dress shop, and then multiple dress shops.
And then swung into the opposite direction of having a food court in Tasmania and having seven
outlets, and then having a fish and chips shop, and then having… It just rolled on come there.
And it wasn't it till my thirties that my fish and chip shops in Tasmania stopped making any
money. That was the first business that I failed in. And I don't actually call it a failure. I was on
the beach. People didn't want to eat fish and chips in the winter… Just freezing!

JACK: It is.

CYNTHIA: If… half a brain, I would have turned it into a soup kitchen. But I didn't. I went
home with the tail between my legs - 34. And basically threw a mattress down on the parent’s
floor and just said, “I don't have anything. I don't know what to do.” And my dad certainly said
to me, “you can do whatever you want, you're so smart.” And it was my old friend Valerie that
said to me, “you’re such a great cook, you should really look at that.” And so I just got up one
morning and decided to become a chef. And and I didn't want to work anywhere. And it was
because of the foundation in Papua New Guinea that I decided to plant myself in one of … health
retreats. And I begged for that job. And I rang every day for three months until they let me in the
doors. I wanted to wash their dishes - whatever. And finally, I was in the door. And that's where
my journey of technique and skill came in. I knew nothing about the health industry. I knew that
food and its whole form made me feel good, real food ingredients was my foundation. But I
knew nothing about a health retreat.

JACK: Yeah, right. And so then, what's been that evolution as a as a chef and as a lover of food
from a health retreat to what you do now with things in all sorts of pies, pun intended, and
YouTubes, and cafes, and all sorts of things? What's that journey from the regional health retreat
to what do you do now?

CYTNHIA: Yes. So in the health retreat that.. so I was… as apprenticeship gotta remember to
any entrepreneur out there or anybody that's in a business, you can transform yourself. You can.
And I did. I went from owning businesses all through my 20s to working for a wage. And I did it



via an apprenticeship. And it's quite outstanding for five dollars fifty an hour. And I made a
decision when I was there that I was going to be the greatest version of what I was becoming in
that moment. And they planted me in the normal cooking of French cuisine which was cream
buttered sugar what whatever. And I would come back to the health retreat and then cook with
real food ingredients that was a process like that. And what I noticed was I was so delighted to
have the parallel opposites but I was also intrigued how food in this health retreat was a big part
of people's healing… healing journey. And so 60 people at a time came through the doors and 60
people left every Sunday and another 60 people come in. And there were fat, sick, and nearly
dead, diabetes, Crohn's, Limes, any kind of autoimmune disease, and any any kind of type 2,
type 1 diabetes, skin disease, fatigue, weight loss, can't lose weight, blah blah blah. You name it,
they had it. And I was a huge part of their healing journey. And that's what catapulted me into,
“Oh my god.” It wasn't about the health industry. It was about the connection of nature and how
I could turn a carrot into something amazing using real ingredients. That's that's what actually
happened.

JACK: It's it's fascinating. So, how does food and health kind of intersect? We all know they're
related. Paint us that picture of how you see food and health interrelating?

CYNTHIA: Well, if we look at our 78 organs in our body, which you don't by the way, you
stand in front of the mirror and you pick on all the steel on the outside, “Oh my ass is too big. Oh
I've got the cellulite on my legs. I wish I had my own muscles… whatever.” It's very rare that a
human would stand there and look internally. And when you look internally, there are 78 organs
and they all operate on a universal intelligence - in an ecosystem. And they have this way of
being aligned with nature. They just are the same. Now talk about organs, I'm not talking about
the outside. I'm talking about the inside. And so, when you line up that orchestration of
intelligence we the outside, I'm looking outside right now with all things, which we can't see,
right? Now remember, you still can't see your organs… you’d line the energy up as one, they are
the one thing of all things which is optimal health through in via nature which happens to be
ingredients which is called food. And so, when we sink into that vibrational match; the diets, the
trends, the food fads, it's a bullshit health and wellness industry. All goes out the door. And we
step into an industry, which I am in, which is called the prevention industry. And so, food and
health are one energy. They're not the other. I'm going to change my food to get really healthy.
No, it doesn't work that way. I am going to invest in my internal organs, my internal dialogue,
and deeply understand what it is when something grows from nature and comes to us from a
farmer to a supermarket to the checkout chick. Instead of dissecting it going oranges have
vitamin C in it, “Oh my god I need to have more oranges so I don't catch the flu.” It doesn't work
that way. And orange doesn't grow on a tree screaming, “Ain't got Vitamin C in me. Please leave
me.” god damn it. Don't do that way. So if we align the two energies together, oh my ****** god
the ease in the body is extraordinary.

JACK:Mmm.



CYTNHIA: Firstly, for a human that's sitting in front of a very health practitioner, and that
practitioner said, “Listen, you're… you really got to get off … and dairy.” Holy shit! That's so
stressful for a consumer because they're like, “You don't understand. I got four kids. I'm gotta
home to pay … 12 hours day. I got time to make four different meals.” You know what I mean?
So we take a different approach and I educate the healers of our time, any kind of practitioner, to
sink into the vibrational match eternally first. And then we operate to our customers...

JACK: So you work with entrepreneurs, business owners. We're probably not typically known
for our great diets generally as a rule. What mistakes do you see business owners make when it
comes to food?

CYNTHIA: Well, I don't like to call it a mistake. I just like to call they've forgotten. They've
just forgotten for a minute.

JACK: Fair enough.

CYNTHIA: Yeah. They put their attention somewhere else and just forgotten. And one of the
things they've forgotten is that directly in line with the nature. They disconnect from the… what
they really are, which is bacteria, right? We that's what we are. And so through that process, I
noticed that they're making choices that they don't understand that it doesn't serve their ultimate
organs, ultimate health. They do it through two two ways in my opinion is addiction, shitty sugar,
shitty fat, shitty salt and they're the three components, right? And so they become a spiral around
that so their choices inflame that because it's actually what they want because they're addicted.
And then, they fall into a health or a healing crisis and it's like, “Ah, I need to change my diet
because I need to like do this.” It doesn't work that way. And so, I noticed that one vibe is that
they've just forgotten and it impacts them greatly because there's fine alone sitting in chair in
front of a computer all day or they're standing all dates. It's either either. And then they're fueling
the body with food type substances and not real food. Yeah. It's a spiral.

JACK: So food type substances. I love it. The way you articulated plants and plant-based foods
and animals and and that sort of approach really blew my mind. How do you see plants, and
animals, and all the other dairy, and gluten, wheat grains all that stuff? how do you see that as a
mix? And is there any role for vegetarianism or carnivore or any of these types of diets?

CYNTHIA: I think transformation doesn't begin with governments. It begins with individuals,
in my opinion. So the power of the wallet in hell with what we choose, what ingredients we
choose, is fundamentally affect not only our ecosystem but the ecosystem around us. As I hand
over my hard-earned cash to a natural farmer; call it a natural farmer, a farming conversion, the
farmer that's organic on planet. I'm fueling in funding something way beyond what's on the end
of my fork. And so, I know for a fact, coz I mean I'm with the Farmers Association. I get… I get
it. But not many people understand that one dollar or that ten dollars or whatever it is kilo that
you're buying can actually make a huge difference not only to the vegetable but to the land. And
what’s normally on a land with farming is animals and those animals play an integral part of



creating soil health. Now if you swap out now, you go vegetarian or vegan. It's all well and good
in everything and yeah whatever. I'm not about segregating. I'm more about a deeper
understanding of the universal energy and the encompassing balance of what we can do. But
when we are pure vegetarian or pure vegan, there's a dogma attached to it. As there is a dogma
attached to a protein-lean-meat-eating-no-carbohydrate-fat-free human. They're all the same
energy. And I really believe that everything in moderation and moderation itself. And when we
choose animals over plants, I believe our bodies in a whole lot of trouble. I really really do
because if you go back to your mum, “Eat your veggies before you leave the table Cynthia. Eat
your veggies before you eat your sausages Cynthia. Finish your veggies before your chicken.”
Now they… our parents knew. So when we when we don't have a good balance, the body goes
into a crisis state. It has to try and adjust that. And it's the same way that that farmer that's
farming animals to vegetables, it is the quality of farming that we want to invest in. And it's the
quality of of the output and the input that we want to invest in. And so, we know science is
proving time and time again that a high plant-based diet, exactly what your mother said, is the
way forward. You know, it's the way forward for optimal health.

JACK: So I'm thinking about old Jack here, pre-Cynthia Jack, and just on plant-based foods
taste crap, like it's boring and plain. So you know how do we make food enjoyable, and the tasty,
and satiating, and an experience? Surely foods more than just calories in and calories out huh.

CYNTHIA: Totally. What is a calorie anyway? No one's ever seen one before.

JACK: Right?

CYNTHIA: I haven't.

JACK: So how do we make… You know, I think about some business owners who food is just
a means to energy to perform. And that you know let's get it in high it as quick as possible and
get on with what we're going to do. How do we go that shifting that to an enjoyable satiating
taste experience?

CYNTHIA: It's time. It's investing in time as you would your business. It's the same thing.
We're disconnected. We run our businesses for reward in my opinion. I have a lot of people that
I've met that are just, you know, successes financial success. It's indoctrinated in us as a society.
We grow up. We we spend every Christmas with our parents. And then all of a sudden, we get
married. We go live in another sober suburb. We visit them once a year. We work work work
work work to pay the home loan. Did you get these? You know, the end result of reward when
when really at the end of the day the reward is in the mundane moments. And time has this
ability to allow us to sink into the truth of… If we really understood time. And we understood
the fact that if we made something or bought something that was plant-based, that was high plant
those done in a way like I do it. Like I am the solution for someone like yourself to give you a
meal that you're gonna blow your mind…



JACK: I'll testify to that. You have blown my mind with food.

CYNTHA: Totally. You want to be so goddamn satiated. You don't give a flying **** what's in
there. That's my job. And so, what what I truly believe is that when we invest in the time to
finding that recipe or that restaurant or that chef or that whatever and it's done in an appropriate
way of balance of nuts, seeds, herb, spices, legumes, started like I do it. You invest in that. But it
takes time for you to do that. And that's the thing, we don't value time.

JACK: Right.

CYNTHIA: It's normal. It's not picking on anyone or… It's just our society. We work for reward.
And where we get in a whole lot of trouble and then we get sick. And and then, we're like shit.
And now, we need to value time. And I'm gonna value my health now.It doesn't work that way.

JACK: Okay. So what about those who maybe have a health challenge, maybe they haven't
respected their body of eating a bunch of junk for a number of years or decades, or maybe
they've got in tolerances or that type of thing. Are we able to heal ourselves? Are we able to cure
some of those may be built up organ problems or intolerances? Is that possible?

CYNTHIA: Yeah. I think that's one of the most asked questions on the planet along with what's
for dinner. You know. I look you know, Joe Dispenza, the great's talk about how we can we have
70,000 thoughts and if we digital print those 70,000 thoughts a day out. there probably zero zero
zero point one of percent of both sorts of positive. You know what I'm saying? And I and I
believe we're thoughts go, energy flows. You've heard me say that before. Can you heal? I don’t
know mate. I don't know. All I know is that Cynthia is is here on this planet right now today and
world is a beautiful place. And how long can I keep that really positive thoughtful because I
know that when I'm in love or I'm in a positive state, I glow. And so, where does that glow come
from? From pure joy and happiness. So when am I looking like shit and tired between I'm
aggressive, and angry, frustrated, working for the reward or whatever it might be. Why do I look
dull and my eyes start to look yellow and my liver start … you know I mean ? Like…

JACK:Mmm…

CYNTHIA: So I think thoughts have a big part to play in healing. And like I said, printout those
70,000 thoughts a day. Tell me how many of them are negative? Because we get caught in the
same shit. We're so addicted to the same thought every day. “I don't play that thing off. I've got
to pick up. No you don't understand. I'm really busy. You don't get it I have so many emails.”
But like we're addicted to it. You know what I mean? I am… I I'm not guru. But I understand
where the glow comes from. I get it. I get on my own experiment, dude. Like I get it. So can you
heal? Yeah. Yeah, you can.



JACK: Let me shed, lemme shed some stories from your time at the health retreat. And so, there
were a lot of business people, entrepreneurs, wealthy, and how you're talking about poo a lot.
And how that has a role to play? Can you speak to some of those sort of things?

CYNTHIA: Yes. So energy in energy out. So we eat. We're gonna look to look at our bottle
that's operating optimally like a new car. It's operating optimally. I'm gonna go there. And I'm
not gonna talk about the human, and who's greater, and who's better in the ego. We're just gonna
stay there for a minute. So when a body is operating optimally, we eat food. We chew it. It does
what it's designed to do, get the stomach acids, the pancreas spits out. Whatever our community
it does what the stomach acids do it and then optimally we should be in the on the toilet an hour
later. That's how it should occur. Now now when you've got people humans that are cooing
maybe, Jesus, I've met somebody poo once a week. Maybe twice a week. I've met people that
poo maybe once a day and they eat three meals a day. That is a sign that the body's not working
up to me in my opinion based on energy not science. Energy in, energy out. And so, I believe
that pooing creates flow through our digestion, through our colon, and that river of life needs to
keep flowing because when it's backed up, there's no life force coming out. This is not dead.
Fetus is not dead. It's an all-encompassing energy. Death is… The plants… when I look outside
of my jungle hairier yeah but a leave drops to the ground. Drops because it's dead and starts to
decay. And then, it turns into something extraordinary because all the micro… It's the same with
us. So we have to have that river of life that flow energy coming in and that flow energy coming
up. And it's vital.

JACK:Makes so much sense when you put it that way. If you speak to health clinic owners here
so we're all a physiotherapist, podiatrist, speeches, OTs, we're all caring health-oriented humans
by default. And we end up as clinic owners whether by default, by design whether it's deliberate
or we stumbled into it, when leading teams, trying to make ends meet try and make an impact but
trying to balance the books as well, what sort of food life's do you have for the clinic owner
listening here today?

CYNTHIA: Uhm, high plant-based, absolutely, and drink lots of water. And make sure your
water… you know, there's no such thing as alkaline water, but make sure your water is, you
know, a really good quality water, high mineral content.

JACK:When you say plant-based, can we still have the occasional bacon?

CYTNHIA: I think you can have whatever you want. It depends where the bacons come from. Is
it bacon or is it flavor? Is it is it a pig raised in its natural state or is it locked in a cage? I don’t
**** wanna eat that shit. I don't care if you're vegetarian or vegan or not. It's just - it's just… it's
a silly. It's like it's so funny. I always say like this like you, “You wouldn't whip an elephant,
would you? in a race?”

JACK: No, I wouldn't.



CYTNHIA: Now, so why would you whip a pig in a cage and eat it? It's the same thing. It's so
it's it's not even about the bacon. It's about the raising of the animal. Eat the bacon. Absolutely go
for it but have it from someone that knows what they're doing. And someone that's raised an
animal in appropriate way. We've come too far we're near to 2020 for god's sake. Like, come on.
We’re smart humans. We've created the technology and the abundance. We know how to raise
shit and we get it. And is there enough arable land to do it? No there's not. And so a high plant-
based lifestyle allows for the body to have more alkalinity more likes. So when I mean by that its
means alkaline… for me, light means not about weight loss and about being lighter and healthier.
Light means the sunlight hits the plants. It is light. And the more light we have the better off we
are because we're in tuned with with what's going on. Now the less animals we have, the more
our digestion flows better. I mean it's just common sense really. Eat the animals buy them from
their right places. Get the right bacon. Make sure it's not full of stuff bacon is not pink and
glittering when you hold it up in a sunlight. Bacon is actually quite brown. And it's it's not raw
bacon is not pink. And so, you know it's smoked in a way. So I really believe everybody that's
listening out there that's a practitioner. Air pops your plants. Don't be radical.

JACK: Oh yeah like what are the easy ways to do that?

CYTNHIA: Easy ways to do that is think about the foods you love to eat. So what's my gig at
the moment? I mean I like more food. That's a hard one for me to get me. Okay, somebody that
loves Asian food. I like a fried rice, a nasi goring. So you you know a practitioner he loves nasi
goreng, that's his gig. Find a recipe or someone that's making a proper nasi goring, not a nasty go
wrong. So in nasty and nasty go wrong is something with hoisin, sorry, ketchup menace, MSG
and really you know GMO rice. So my nasi goreng is full of great organic rice, no ketchup
menace, soya sauce done in a great fermenting process, tamari mixed with a bit of coconut sugar
for the sweetness, and beautiful veggies in there. But you're still getting that feeling of a nasi
goring. You know and I see going it's all about going without meat. It's about finding the right
person that has the solution which is someone… which is me which is taking those recipes off
the streets and hole feeding the crap out of them for the mum and for the clients that you have as
well, you know.

JACK: That that a line, air pop your plants, still resonates with me from when we cross paths. I
can taste that nasi goring already.

CYNTHIA: Yeah. Yeah. You think about that nasi goreng, right? What is a traditional nasi
goring? It is not a Chinese one. The Chinese wok in Indonesia. The wok is not is not Indonesian.
It is not Bolognese. Bolognese is all about taking the roots of different types of plants, different
types of to mix. There's many many color to mix in as many gingers here. There are many
different things here that create this spice called boom-boom barley and it's yellow. And then we
rub the rice with it. And then we saute it. You know with a little bit of coconut oil and heard you
you know it. And then find the right recipe. You know you know, find the right person. And in



Australia you're so lucky because there's so many great places out there that have the right
ingredients.

JACK: Right.

CYNTHIA: I mean, yeah. so…

JACK: It does make it difference… I mean I spent two weeks at eating from your cafe and it it
just blew my… the clarity of minds that I had did. There the health and vitality I felt. I was a
skeptic, right? And you got me.

So, if people want to learn more about you or how do we get some of this shift Cynthia goodness
in our life?

CYNTHIA: That's the question right because I am the solution. I'm a solution for your wife
because she's gluten free and the solution for many many people that want to amp up their plant,
you know. And stay away from the dog bur. Dog bur might cat or might dog many years ago. I'm
not interested in transforming someone into a vegan or vegetarian. I'm interested in leaving a
legacy behind in someone's soul. It was evolution of how to actually take plants and make them
taste amazing. And that is done via my online cooking classes which stream 24/7, 7 days a week,
365 days. Your lifetime access they have this ability to plant me in your kitchen on a screen. And
what I say to people is put your feet up, watch me, fall in love with the idea that you want to
make one of the 200 dishes I have online screening 24/7 in my members area. Think about it.
And then final one and it could be as simple as what did somebody make that ... And she made it
in a family of five or meat-eaters. She's in a healing crisis right now. Her health practitioners told
her to be dairy free, animal free, wheat free, and I think it's fat free. So she got to feed the family.
And so she's found me. Her health practitioner has done, “Oh my god you need ship Cynthia
always his recipes.” She's now bought my program. She's in there for life tomato spaghetti
bolognaise the other night. She texted me and said, “Oh my god. My kids … know different.
You don't know how much.” And I'm like that's what I want for you to win. Not to go on a plan
or a diet and the whole family are they screaming at you and then you're like “I can't do this
anymore.” I am the solution for that mama and that client of yours at home to have lasagna
without cheese, to have random Indonesian curry as you would have known at juniors café.

JACK: Right

CYNTHIA: That beef because it's it's unnecessary to have a cow and your guts.

CYNTHIA:Me too.

JACK: So when, we mean I came home from genius cafe and sat down shouldn't brought the
kids. But we're so in front of YouTube and like binge watched you on YouTube. But overall, it's
just it's entertaining if nothing else, right? It’s good food. So if we want to find out more if
listeners go on I need some of this in my life because I know that to amp my plants means I'll be



able to be able to clinic for good in a better way when I am nourish myself you. Wanna learn
more. How do we do so?

CYNTHIA: Yes, my website you go to my shop. I've got a class with 50 recipes. Celebrate your
tweets sweet tooth naturally. A class with Whole Foods love. It's all my friends freakin favorite
food and I filmed. It's hilarious. Sausage rolls, you know, it's in there. Then I've got gluten-free at
home which is all family favorite meals that are all gluten free. And then I've got in the raw if
you want to do a natural detox. So you're in a healing crisis. And then I've got light and easy
which has fermentation and and easy meals.

So all my recipes are founded on real food, number one accessible ingredients. None of this
super food not interested not interested. And it's all dairy-free. And the reason why my recipes
are dairy-free is because the beautiful mums out there with children with autism and that's kind
of where I kind of set myself. And nobody really knows that but the mums out there with their
beautiful beautiful gorgeous children that have been, you know, hit with autism, I'm their guiding
light when it comes to making ice creams and cakes and and all these yummy stuff without the
dairy. And so they get to, you know, have that. So that's one part. So anyway that's where you
can find me on chefcynthiaouise.com and in the shop.

JACK: Super. Folks, we will we will link that up in the show notes. We'll make sure you can
find the Chefs Cynthia Louise everywhere on the into webs.

Cynthia, thank you so much for joining us. It's been an absolute pleasure.

CYNTHIA: Oh man, it's so good to talk about it, isn't it? Right? Seriously?

JACK:We could talk for hours.

CYTNHIA: I know right. All those practitioners out there, I bless you, all those those healers, I
really do. I really bless you all. I think you're doing a phenomenal job.

JACK: Mmm thank you. And listeners thank you for joining us. Thank you for trusting us with
your time. We hope you get something out of this. Make sure you check out Chef Cynthia
Louise. We'll have all the links over at clinicmastery.com/podcast. And if you want to let us
know your feedback, reviews, ratings in iTunes, Spotify, or wherever else you listen to this
podcast, we would absolutely appreciate that. Can't wait to bring you another episode of the
Grow Your Clinic Podcasts. Bye for now.

Thanks for tuning in to the Grow Your Clinic podcast. To find out more about past
episodes or how we can help you head, to www.clinicmastery.com/podcast and
please remember to rate and review us on your podcast player of choice. See you
on the next episode!
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https://apple.co/3a8hOkB
https://spoti.fi/2Rx5unl
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